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Abstract 

Hydrogen technology has skilled cycles of immoderate expectancies observed through disillusion. Nonetheless, a 

developing frame of proof indicates those technology shape an appealing alternative for the deep decarburization of 

worldwide power structures, and that current enhancements of their fee and overall performance factor closer to 

monetary viability as nicely. This paper is a complete evaluate of the ability function that Hydrogen may want to play 

with inside the provision of electricity, heat, industry, delivery and power garage in a low-carbon power system, and an 

evaluation of the repute of Hydrogen in being capable of fulfill that ability. The image that emerges is one in all certified 

promise: Hydrogen is nicely mounted in positive niches which include forklift trucks, at the same time as mainstream 

packages at the moment are forthcoming. This evaluate indicates that demanding situations round fee and overall 

performance remain, and good-sized enhancements are nonetheless required for Hydrogen to end up surely competitive. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Thirty years ago, Hydrogen changed into diagnosed as a vital and quintessential detail of a decarbonizes, sustainable 

power device to offer stable, cost-powerful and non-polluting power[1].Today, power leaders see Hydrogen as the 

bottom effect and least sure problem going through the worldwide power device. Hydrogen, as a possible opportunity 

gas, keeps vowing tons and supplying valuable little [2]. Yet Hydrogen should play an extensive function in low-carbon 

future: eight counterbalancing strength as a zero-carbon power provider that may be without problems saved and 

transported allowing a greater stable power device with decreased fossil gas dependence with the flexibility to perform 

throughout the transport [5, 6]. Together, those account for two-thirds of world CO2 emissions. 

Take UK as a e.g. Transport are predicted to decarbonizes at simply one-1/3 the charge of power production, with emissions falling 

24% in comparison to 68% over the approaching 15 years [7,8]. Solutions are desperately had to make delivery and homes 
sustainable which can be cost-powerful and attractive to consumers. Hydrogen and gasoline molecular technology provide more 

private desire with inside the transition to a low-carbon economy, given their comparable performance, operation and purchaser 

enjoy to fossil-fueled technology.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Global greenhouse gas emissions in 2021, broken down by sector and by major countries. Data from CAIT [9]. 

They additionally offer treasured coverage towards the opportunity of different vaunted technology failing to deliver, which includes 

carbon seize and storage and hybrid warmth pumps. 
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II.  TRANSPORTATION 

The suitability of Hydrogen and fuel cells varies between transport modes and reflects the diverse nature of the transport 
sector, which spans land, sea and air, plus freight and passengers, as shown in Fig. 2. Nearly half of energy demand for 

global transport is from light duty vehicles and the number of passenger cars worldwide is expected to rise from 1 to 2.5 

billion by 2050[10]. 

 

Fig. 2 Breakdown of energy usage in the transport sector globally in 2015. 

The outer ring offers the proportion of man or woman modes. Other is air flight and passenger rail. The center and internal jewelry 

mixture those makes use of with the aid of using mode and function. (Data from EIA) Total intake changed into one hundred ten 

million TJ in 2015 worldwide, equal to 37 kW h according to man or woman according to day in OECD international locations and 

seven kW h in non-OECD international locations. 

The UK has to halve its delivery CO2 emissions among 2015 and 2030 to fulfill country wide carbon price range commitments [11]. 

Emissions have accelerated though, and the proportion of renewable electricity in UK delivery has fallen to 4.2% as opposed to a 

goal of 10% [11], bringing requires more potent action [12]. Hydrogen represents one in all 3 essential alternatives for low-carbon 

delivery along bio fuels and electric powered cars (EVs). Hydrogen avoids the land-use and air high-satisfactory influences of 
biofuels, and the constrained variety and lengthy recharging instances related to EVs [11]. However, electric powered automobiles 

are numerous years beforehand of Hydrogen in phrases of adulthood because of their readily-to be had infrastructure and decrease 

expenses. Plug-in electric powered cars now account for 30% of recent automobile income in Norway and 2% with inside the UK 

[13-14]. 

In addition to tackling weather change, Hydrogen cars can enhance air high-satisfactory. This is a pressing precedence with over 1/2 

of 1,000,000 untimely deaths according to 12 months throughout Europe because of particulates and no emissions [15, 16]. The 

direct value of air pollutants because of illness-caused lack of production, healthcare, crop yield loss and harm to homes is around 

€24b according to 12 months throughout Europe with outside expenses anticipated to be €330–940b according to 12 months [17]. 

92% of the world's populace is uncovered to air high-satisfactory tiers that exceed World Health Organization limits [18,19]. Major 

towns have these days introduced bans on all diesel-powered automobiles and vehicles with the aid of using 2025[20], and UK and 

France have introduced national bans on all natural combustion cars with the aid of using 2040 [21,22]. 

 

III. ROAD TRANSPORTS 

Whilst FCEVs face robust opposition from ICE and BEV passenger cars, they'll be the best (and possibly the only) 

practical zero-carbon alternative for high-utilization, heavy-obligation avenue delivery motors inclusive of buses and 

trucks. These are extensive sectors, accounting for 1 / 4 of delivery power usage. Growing calls to minimize city air and 

noise pollutants are main drivers for Hydrogen bus rollout [25]. Back-to-base operation approaches fewer refueling 

stations are wanted and are greater tremendously utilized, lowering preliminary refueling costs. 

Three key variations for heavy-obligation delivery are low production volumes (that means the fee hole with ICE is 

smaller), and they want for more power density and sturdiness. Greater automobile weight and using variety suggest 

battery technology are probably to stay incorrect out of doors of city environments; for example, gas molecular buses eat 

10 instances greater Hydrogen consistent with kilometer than passenger cars – amplifying variety limitations[29,30]. 

 

https://pubs.rsc.org/image/article/2019/ee/c8ee01157e/c8ee01157e-f2_hi-res.gif
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IV. OFF-ROAD TRANSPORT 

Trains: Hydrogen trains may be used on routes that are hard or uneconomic to impress because of direction duration or 
loss of area in city areas. A gasoline- molecular powered teach with roof-established Hydrogen tanks and a number 500 

miles has all started checking out in Germany [31], and forty trains may be in provider with the aid of using 2020[32]. 

Alston introduced plans to transform a fleet of trains with inside the UK from electric powered to Hydrogen to negate the 

want for line electrification and meet the authorities’ goal of disposing of diesel trains with the aid of using 2040[33]. 

Light rail additionally offers possibilities for Hydrogen, with gasoline -powered trams being evolved and operated in 

China [34]. Low volumes suggest that Hydrogen trains are predicted to apply the equal stacks and garage tanks as buses 

and trucks, so value discounts could be consolidated with the automobile sector. 

A. Ships: Marine programs hold promise for Hydrogen deployment, with fuel line cells already being trailed for 

propulsion in a handful of obligations such as ferries [23, 35]. Hydrogen is not expected to gain traction until 

after 2030, despite the fact that the boom of emissions-controlledzones (which include concrete ports and the 

Baltic Sea) and to strain early niches Hydrogen's higher overall performance than LNG might also additionally 

want [23]. 
B. Airplanes: Aviation is one of the toughest sectors to decarbonizes, and lowering emissions from plane 

propulsion has visible little progress. In 2016 the International Civil Aviation Organization agreed to cap 

aviation emissions at 2020 levels, however typically via carbon offsetting instead of low-emission fuels [36]. 

Hydrogen may be used as a propulsion fuel, however desires to be liquefied to deliver the specified range.  

The weather advantages of Hydrogen for aviation had been wondered as it produces greater than double the water vapor 

emissions of kerosene; water vapor at excessive altitudes, even though quick lived with inside the atmosphere, reasons 

radiative forcing and as a consequence contributes to internet warming [37].  

Significant Hydrogen deployment is idea not likely earlier than 2050 besides possibly for small or low-flying plane.  

Hence a whole lot painting stays on growing alternatives for low-emission plane propulsion. 

 

V. REFUELING STATIONS 

A complication for passenger vehicles is the need for extensive expansion of refueling infrastructure to offer the reach 

and freedom of conventional vehicles [24]. UK developed just 15 Hydrogen stations to compare with petrol stations. 

While 15 Hydrogen dispensers could deliver comparable throughout to 900 BEV fast-chargers, they do not offer the 

same geographic coverage and convenience. Globally, there are 330 Hydrogen refilling stations as of 2018, half of which 

are in Japan and the US [27]. The various European H2 Mobility programs have suggested a rollout of refueling stations 

at critical locations, with a network of 65 refueling stations for the UK by 2020 to start the market, growing to 1150 

stations by 2030 to cover the whole country [28]. The Hydrogen Council targets 3000 refilling stations globally by 2025, 

sufficient to provide Hydrogen for about 2 million FCEVs, after which refueling infrastructure should be self-sustaining 

[66]. 

Fig. 3 Map of the Hydrogen filling stations currently in operation and planned. The map focusses on the existing stations 

in the northern hemisphere, a further 8 stations are not plotted [27].  (Data from www.h2stations.org) 

http://www.h2stations.org/
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VI. HYDROGEN INFRASTRUCTURE 

The development of Hydrogen infrastructure is an important barrier to the widespread uptake of H2FC technologies. 
There is a perception that an all-encompassing ‘Hydrogen economy’ must be established with enormous cost and 

duplication of existing energy infrastructure [44-45]. However, numerous production and distribution pathways exist, as 

summarized in Fig. 4, and include several incremental steps which do not require a wholesale infrastructure 

transformation. 

The higher part talks about centralized manufacturing techniques that rely upon new distribution networks, synonymous 

with the ‘Hydrogen economy’ vision. Incremental and much less infrastructural-extensive routes additionally exist (the 

decrease 1/2 of the parent), which utilize current fuel line or energy networks and the front costs decrease huge up, albeit 

on the price of decrease efficiency. 

 

 

Fig. 4 production and distribution of Hydrogen 

 

VII. HYDROGEN PRODUCTION 

Producing cost-aggressive low-carbon Hydrogen at a number scales is arguably the best barrier to growing the Hydrogen 

power system [46]. Approximately forty-five –sixty-five Mt year Hydrogen is produced globally as feedstock for 

chemical and petrochemical industries, equal to 5.4 to 7.8 EJ, or ∼1% of Global power supply [47,48]. Around 1/2 of 

that is produced with the aid of using steam reforming herbal gas, 30% from partial oxidation of crude oil products, 18% 
from coal gasification, and 4% from water electrolysis. Several rising Hydrogen manufacturing routes are at in advance 

ranges of development [46], inclusive of high-temperature steam electrolysis [41, 49], sun thermo-chemical water 

splitting (synthetic photosynthesis) and organic Hydrogen manufacturing [52-53]. 

Fossil fuels and biomass: Reforming is the conversion of hydrocarbons and steam into Hydrogen and carbon monoxide 

(referred to as syngas). It produces notably natural Hydrogen with excessive efficiency, however is a sluggish 

endothermic reaction, and so does now no longer react properly to brief or stop/begin cycling [54]. 

The sizable majority of Hydrogen is constituted of fossil fuels, with CO2 emission intensities relying at the feedstock and 

conversion efficiency [55]. Carbon seize and storage (CCS) may be viable for massive centralized manufacturing and 

will doubtlessly supply terrible CO2 emissions whilst the use of bioenergy feed stocks [56-57]. 

Water electrolysis: Alkaline electrolysis cells (AEC) are the incumbent generation with a Hundred- year history; 
however, polymer electrolyte membrane (PEMEC) is hastily attaining adulthood and are of unique deep longing for 

power-to-fuel line applications, whilst strong oxide electrolysis are transitioning from the laboratory to the 
demonstration phase [40,42,58,59]. Alkaline electrolysis the maximum mature, long lasting and most inexpensive 

generation.  

A direct voltage present day is implemented among an anode and a cathode submerged in an alkaline electrolyte. Units 

may be numerous MW in size, however have a constrained running range (from at the least 20% - 40% to 150% of 
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layout capacity) and gradual start-times [42].With developing hobby in integration with renewable energy, 

improvement pursuits to enhance its dynamic operation [39, 58]. 

 

Production efficiency 

Table 1 Summaries the nominal performance and power necessities for one-of-a-kind Hydrogen manufacturing methods. 

For example, Hydrogen manufacturing performance at dozens of filling stations in California and Japan averaged 55.8 ± 

8.4%. Efficiency from herbal gas, at the same time as electrolysis averaged 55.9 ± 3.5% LHV (for the ones with >four 

running hours according to day) [59-63]. 

 

Table 1 The efficiency and energy consumption of Hydrogen production pathways. Data from [38, 40, 42] 

 
Efficiency (LHV) 

Energy requirement 
 (kW h per kgH2) 

Methane reforming 72%(65–75%) 46(44–51) 

Electrolysis 61% (51–67%) 55 (50–65) 

Coal gasification 56% (45–65%) 59(51–74) 

Biomass gasification 46% (44–48%) 72(69–76) 

 

Hydrogen Purity 

The ISO 14687-2 standard for transport PEMFCs requires 99.97% purity Hydrogen. 

 

VIII. HYDROGEN COMPRESSION 

Hydrogen is produced at various pressures throughout the one of kind alternatives and may be generated as much as 15–eighty bar 

through high-stress electrolysis [64]. Hydrogen pipelines commonly function at such pressures, with regularly-spaced pipeline 

compressors used to keep stress over lengthy distances. For storage, Hydrogen ought to both be compressed or liquefied to gain 

enough strength density. Refueling stations shop Hydrogen in high-stress tanks (825 - 950 bars) to permit speedy refueling 

regardless of the stress drop throughout the dispenser [65]. Compressed Hydrogen additionally wishes cooling to −20 to −40 °C to 

keep away from overheating the car's tank [38]. 

Mechanical Compressors: Mechanical compressors are the maximum mature era for Hydrogen, despite the fact that they go through 

negative reliability and are a main reason of downtime in Hydrogen refilling stations [65, 66]. Within this category, centrifugal 

compressors are utilized in manufacturing of pipelines, and piston compressors are used for high-stress refueling stations [67]. 

Electrolysis can generate Hydrogen at pressures more than 200 bar with better performance than mechanical technologies [64]. 

Liquefaction: Liquefaction of Hydrogen significantly will increase its power density, permitting large-scale shipping 

through street tanker or deliver that's specifically appealing for lengthy distances wherein pipelines aren't economically 

feasible. 48% Over 90% of service provider Hydrogen is transported as liquid with inside the US, indicating the 

adulthood of liquefaction technology [68]. 

Liquefaction consumes significantly extra power than compression, as visible in Table 2. The US's 2020 goal for the 

power intake of large-scale liquefaction is eleven kW h kg−1, with the ability to lessen to six kW h kg−1with inside the 

lengthy-term [68]. All large-scale Hydrogen liquefaction flowers are primarily based totally at the pre-cooled Claude 

gadget and whilst numerous exchange designs had been proposed, “they're nonetheless neither extra green nor realistic” 

[69]. For context, eleven kW h is one 0.33 of the LHV content material of a kg of fuel, so if the strength enter is 

produced with 50 efficiencies, liquefaction provides 0.66 gadgets of number one power ate up in step with unit of 

introduced Hydrogen. 
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Table 2 the efficiency and energy consumption of Hydrogen distribution pathways, assuming production at 20 bars. Data 

from [38 and 42]. The energy penalty is measured relative to the LHV energy content of Hydrogen, and assumes 

electricity is produced with 50% efficiency (generation plus distribution) 

 

Energy penalty (vs. LHV)  Electricity requirement (kW h per kgH2) 

Compression to 500 bar (including cooling) 15% (12–24%)  2.6 (2–4) 

Compression to 900 bar (including cooling) 21% (18–30%)  3.5 (3–5) 

Liquefaction 78% (66–90%)  13 (11–15) 

 

Hydrogen from electrolysis: Hydrogen created from water electrolysis is normally natural sufficient for FCEV 

applications, as recombination catalysts take away oxygen that crosses the membrane [71-72]. The essential contaminant 

is water vapor which, despite the fact that required for gasoline molecular humidification, corrodes and erodes the 

compressing, storing and transporting equipment. It also can freeze in bloodless temperatures, detrimental pipework and 

valves. Electrolysis consequently commonly encompasses dryers, normally regenerative desiccant towers that are low-

value with low electricity consumption. However, regeneration both includes electric heating, or sending a few dry fuel 

lines returned via the moist tower to select out up the amassed moisture, normally decreasing yield via way of means of 

round 10%. 

Hydrogen from steam methane reforming: Hydrogen from reformed herbal fuel line wishes numerous clean-up ranges if 

utilized in low-temperature gasoline cells. Pressure-swing adsorption (PSA) is the incumbent generation for isolating 

Hydrogen from carbon dioxide and different contaminants, and is able to reaching Hydrogen purities of >99.9% on the 

fee of lack of yield [55, 74]. Hydrogen purification charges from SMR had been anticipated as $0.70 according to kg, 

projected to fall to $0.40 according to kg in 2025. 

 

IX. HYDROGEN DISTRIBUTION 

There are generally 3 routes for Hydrogen distribution, the suitability of which relies upon on the dimensions of call for 

and the transportation distance (table 3). Compressed Hydrogen shipping through tube trailers is possibly to help 

preliminary rollout, while pipelines are higher acceptable for mass deployment. Pipelines may want to offer scalability if 
heat, energy and enterprise transformed to Hydrogen in addition to shipping. Liquefaction might be used for global 

transport of bulk Hydrogen; distribution of liquefied Hydrogen via way of means of street might be restrained to 3 

heavy-responsibility shipping sectors. 

Table 3: Qualitative overview of Hydrogen transmission and distribution technologies for the transport sector [3] 

Distribution route Capacity Transport distance Energy loss Fixed costs Variable costs 

On-site production Low Zero Low Low High 

Gaseous tube trailers Low Low Low Low High 

Liquefied tankers Medium High High Medium Medium 

Hydrogen pipelines High High Low High Low 

 

Liquid Hydrogen tankers:   Liquid Hydrogen tanker capacities are generally 2000–7500 kg and feature more density than 

compressed garage [23]. This could probably pose extra protection restrictions, as implemented to business web sites the 

use of Hydrogen [23]. Despite early hobby in the use of liquid Hydrogen for motors, boil-off effects in excessive garage 

losses for low-utilization motors and is doubtlessly dangerous for parking in enclosed spaces. While decrease density 

compressed Hydrogen gives enough variety for private motors, heavy-obligation shipping sectors (e.g. vehicles and 

ships) may also nonetheless be higher served via way of means of liquid Hydrogen. 
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Gas pipelines: Pipelines are regarded due to the fact the most inexperienced approach of transporting big quantities of 

Hydrogen over short distances [23]. Around 3000 km of immoderate-strain Hydrogen pipelines are already in use in 
Europe and North America for industrial processes [23].  However, immoderate charges prevent further pipeline 

development until outstanding and regular name for Hydrogen can be assured. 

Blending Hydrogen into natural gas: Hydrogen may be competently jumbled together small portions with herbal fuel line 

and injected into the present fuel line network, however administrative and technical constraints restrict the permissible 

fraction of Hydrogen. The stage of Hydrogen that might be competently delivered relies upon at the distribution device 

and end-use appliances.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5:    Hydrogen blending limits in Natural gas grid by volume 

 

Even if limits had been relaxed, a 20% mixture could constitute simplest 7% Hydrogen via way of means of electricity 

content material, because of its decrease density than methane. The proportion of Hydrogen via way of means of 

electricity content material (EH) is calculated from the extent percentage (or mole fraction) of Hydrogen (VH) and 

methane (VM) as in eqn. (1): 

EH =
11.88VH

11.88VH + 39.05VM
 

in which 11.88 and 39.05 are the volumetric HHV electricity content material of Hydrogen and methane respectively 

(MJ m−3) and VM = 1 − VH via way of means of definition. 

Converting the natural gas network to Hydrogen: To distribute Hydrogen to mixing is entire conversion of current herbal fuel 

line distribution networks are an opportunity. Consumer pleasure with fuel line heating suggests this can be a famous 

low-carbon choice [76]; even though the United Kingdom is a few of the best international locations actively thinking 
about this option e.g. with the Leeds H21 project [55] or with inside the North of England [77-78]. In the 1970s, Britain 

transformed from city fuel line to herbal fuel line step by step over eleven years, with all networks transformed in 

parallel [79]. 

 

X. HYDROGEN STORAGE 

Bulk storage: Large-scale Hydrogen garage is one of the few low-carbon answers to stability long-time period 

intermittency in energy technology from wind and sun power, especially when it comes to inter-seasonal shifts [43, 80]. 

As with Compressed Air Power Garage (CAPG), Hydrogen may be saved in compressed shape in underground salt 

caverns [81]. Hydrogen gives power densities of 280 kW h m−3 – a hundred instances extra than for compressed air. A 

restrained quantity of areas has appropriate salt deposits, however numerous chemical and refinery complexes have used 

considerable Hydrogen salt cavern garage centers for the reason that 1960s [23]. 

Operational tasks consist of a 24 GW h facility with inside the UK and an 83 GW h facility in Texas [82]. Hydrogen is 

presently the simplest low-carbon generation capable of save over a hundred GW h and function over a timescale of 

weeks or maybe months, even though that is countered through low round-experience performance and excessive device 

costs [82-83]. 

Alternative Hydrogen carriers: If made from biomass or non-fossil gasoline sources Hydrogen also can be disbursed with 

inside the shape of fuels which include ethanol, CNG or ammonia [84], which may be low-carbon. These may want to 

provide low-pressure, high-extent strength providers just like the ones used substantially today. Solid providers which 
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include metallic hydrides are already mounted in some programs which include submarines and scooters.For 

comparison, seven-hundred bar compressed Hydrogen tanks provide 5.7 wt% Hydrogen storage (the use of the Toyota 

Miraj as an example) [85]. 

 

XI.  POLICY DRIVERS FOR HYDROGEN 

The drivers for selling Hydrogen in electricity coverage relate to enhancing the reliability, performance and protection of 

the electricity system, lowering environmental impacts, and growing new low-carbon industries, with their related 

employment possibilities and skills. The capability of H2FC technology to make a contribution to all of the dimensions 

of sustainable development (environmental, social and economic) arguably justifies their systematic and long-time 

period coverage support. Several European nations are operating on Hydrogen from renewable sources, others 

encompass Hydrogen from low-carbon sources (which includes nuclear and CCS). These variations ought to be resolved 

if a pan-European or worldwide certification scheme is to be agreed. 

Hydrogen can enhance country wide electricity self-reliance, because it has several manufacturing pathways. Hydrogen 

also can be produced anywhere, which makes it specifically appealing to oil-poor nations as one of the predominant 
opportunity fuels with a widespread capability for long-time period substitution of oil and herbal gas. Hydrogenic 

presently greater high priced in maximum programs than their low-carbon competitors. However, they own a few 

advanced traits to those competitors that may useful resource the general public acceptability of decarbonizing private 

electricity use. 

 

XII. CONCLUSIONS 

The blessings of Hydrogen gasoline cells as one of the excellent renewable powers reasserts are evident, but there are 

nonetheless some of demanding situations to triumph over to comprehend the full capability of Hydrogen as a key 

enabler for a destiny decarbonized power system. 

On the high-quality side, Hydrogen gasoline cells should provide a smooth and totally renewable energy supply for 

cellular packages and desk bound withinside the close to destiny.  To gain this there may be the want to scale up 
decarbonized Hydrogen manufacturing and gasoline molecular manufacture, and broaden the desired regulatory 

framework to without a doubt outline business deployment model.  

Further technological advances to decrease the related prices of extraction, garage and transportation are envisaged, 

together with similarly funding withinside the infrastructure to aid it.Hydrogen should emerge as the excellent answer for 

the destiny of our power necessities however this may require political will and funding to gain. However, as fossil fuels 

run out Hydrogen will be a key answer for our international power needs. 
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